Amendment (with title amendment)

Amendment No. 5

Committee/Subcommittee hearing bill: Commerce Committee
Representative Beshears offered the following:

Amendment (with title amendment)

Remove lines 1184-1186 and insert:
principal purpose human habitation or use, and the utilization
of space within and surrounding such structures. These services
include planning, providing preliminary

Remove lines 1800-1802 and insert:

(5)(a) Part I of Chapter 481 This part shall not apply to:

(a) A person who performs residential or commercial
interior design services or interior decorator services.
(b) A license is not required to perform residential or
commercial interior design or interior decorator services. Local
jurisdictions are prohibited from requiring licensure or
registration from any person performing residential or
commercial interior design or interior decorator services. Local
jurisdictions may not require that plans for residential or
commercial interior design or interior decorating that solely
relate to nonstructural interior elements of a building or
structure be sealed or signed by a licensed professional. for
any residential application,

Remove line 1823 and insert:

(6)(8) A manufacturer of commercial food service equipment

-----------------------------

TITLE AMENDMENT

Remove lines 110-111 and insert:
481.203, F.S.; deleting

Remove lines 128-129 and insert:
qualification; amending ss. 481.221, 481.222, and 481.223, F.S.;
conforming provisions; amending s. 481.229, F.S.; exempting
persons performing interior design or interior decorator
services from the provisions of pt. I of ch. 481, F.S.; allowing
the practice of interior design without obtaining licensure;
prohibiting local jurisdictions from requiring licensure or
registration to perform interior design or interior decorator
services; prohibiting local jurisdictions from requiring that
certain plans for interior design or interior decorating be
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sealed or signed by a licensed professional; amending ss. 481.231, 553.79, and 558.002, F.S.;